
Your donation to ARK is tax-deductible. ARK is a 501(C)(3) corporation. EIN: 65-0926245

Please contact ARK if you are interested in any of the following sponsorship opportunities 

__ A room or portion of the ship, to be named for me, my company or group, with permanent welded or 
cut logo and designation ($25,000 - $50,000).

__ A dive route on the ship, to be named for me, my company or group, with permanent welded or cut 
logo and designation 

__ Re-naming the ship, or the reef created on the ship for me, my company or group 

__ "Push-the-plunger" rights on the occasion of the sinking of the ship

Please complete and mail this form with your donation by check to the address above.

Donation amount:

Name:

Company:

Mailing address:

phone:                                                             e-mail:

ARK will award the Donor Acknowledgement Gifts listed below according to the level of your donation.
All donors will receive an official Shipwrecker certificate and an ARK "Sink the Vandenberg"  
bumpersticker (while supplies last). Artifacts will be removed from the ship during preparation then 
mounted to be awarded when the ship is deployed as an artificial reef. Donors will receive a certificate 
indicating the award they will receive. Plaques will be placed on the ship during preparation. Please 
contact  ARK to arrange for logo or wording to be cut into plaque. 

Select Donor Level / Gift
any amount    Donation only, no gift or award requested

$50                "Sink the Vandenberg" T-shirt; please circle size:   M   L   XL   XXL

$500              Vandenberg Artifact light switch box, hardwood mounted with engraved plate attached

$1000            Vandenberg Artifact light fixture, hardwood mounted with engraved plate attached 

$1500             Plaque, 2' x 2' x 1/4" steel, your name or logo cut out, welded onto the ship

$5000             Plaque, 4' x 4' x 1/4" steel, your name or logo cut out, welded onto the ship

$10,000          Plaque, 10' x 4' x 1/4" steel, your name or logo cut out, welded onto the ship

$15,000         Vandenberg Artifact porthole, numbered, hardwood mounted with engraved plate attached


